HOLDER TO RESIGN ! TRINITY STUDENT SHARES LUNCH
GETS DETENTION & NATIONAL PRESS

Washington, D.C. -- Washington Times reports the
Contempt of Congress case against Holder will proceed regardless of the pending resignation of Attorney General Eric Holder announced by the White
House. Opponents says timing of resignation no coincidence.Tom Fitton, president of Judicial Watch, said
the timing is not accidental: A federal judge earlier
this week ruled that the Justice Department will have
to begin submitting documents next month related to
the botched Fast and Furious gun operation in a case
brought by Judicial Watch. Two years ago the House
voted 255-67 — with 17 Democrats joining the GOP
— to hold Mr. Holder in contempt of Congress for
refusing to turn over documents from the Fast and
Furious operation. Calif. Congressman Darrell Issa
twittered that Holder also has the dubious distinction of, in a vote supported by 17 Dem Members,
being the first AG held in criminal contempt of the
House. Rep. Jeff Duncan twittered: Good riddance
Eric Holder. Your disregard for the Constitution of
the United States will not be missed.
Meanwhile, Katie Pavlich reports that U.S. District
Court Judge John D. Bates has denied a request
from the Department of Justice to delay the release of
a list of Operation Fast and Furious documents being
protected under President Obama’s assertion of executive privilege. The list, better known as a Vaughn
continued on page 6

WEAVERVILLE-- Trinity County has made the
big time news, with pundits all over the country
and as far as away the United Kingdom weighing
in on the local Trinity Alps School Board policy
of how a kid can eat-- or not. Kyle Bradford, an
8th grader in Weaverville was given detention for
sharing his lunch with another boy who had no
lunch money. Although to the school’s credit they
offered the boy a cold cheese sandwich, which
some have said isn’t even made of real cheese, the
policy of punishing a child that shares with an- Liz Bowen, Jefferson News Service.com
other child, and in this case, a less fortunate child, SACRAMENTO -- They did it! On August
has gone viral with its un-American like value 28th, the Jefferson Declaration Committee
to punish a good deed. Sandy Bradford, Kyle’s held a rally with over 200 State of Jefferson
mother is quoted saying, “Good grief! Today my supporters showing up on the West steps of
son was given a detention for sharing his lunch the California Capitol waving Jefferson flags
with another student... really???? The other boy and wearing the state double-crossed logo.
passed on an alternative lunch (over charge lim- The goal was to deliver Siskiyou and Modoc
it) Really??? Tell me again how being kind and County’s Declarations, which included lecompassionate lands one in detention?? (Here is gal petitions, to withdraw from the State of
the) TAUSD Mission Statement: The Trinity Alps California. They were hand delivered to the
Unified School District is committed to prepar- Secretary of State and the parliamentarians of
ing students for success by promoting responsible Assembly and Senate.
citizenship, critical thinking, knowledge and skills Citing Article 1 Section 3 (a) of the California
within a safe, positive educational environment. Constitution which states: “The people have
Here’s the latest update on this issue: Principal the right to instruct their representatives, pecalled-He talked to the Lunch Lady. She said that tition government for redress of grievances,
continued on page 7
she knew the other student didn’t come through
the line, and she sent someone else over to check
on why he was eating a lunch, and where he got
it. She was then informed that Kyle had given it to
him. Her delay in giving Kyle the detention- was
because she did not have any detention slips with
her. When she was asked about giving a warnings
she said she “Did not” give a warning. In regards

HISTORY MADE BY

JEFFERSON STATE COMMITTEE

TRINITY BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS
7 Ways marijuana has already
VIOLATE BROWN
benefited colorado in only 5 months
million of this tax revenue is earmarked for
ACT... AGAIN
by Jeff Roberts
continued on page 6

After the BOS meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 23rd, there
was no Closed Session. However, ‘the public’ was
ushered out to the library lobby by the BOS secretary
who then locked the door. A public attendee shot the
above snapshot through the glass window of the door.
BOS Chairwoman Pflueger rushed out as they noticed a snapshot was being taken of Plueger, Morris
and Fenley talking. Witnesses report that Supervisors
Pflueger, Fisher and Fenley were alone in the a.m.
before the BOS meeting began as one of the public arrived early ~ no one else was in the room at that time
either. Such violations are cited by proponents of the
pending recalls for Fenley, Fisher and Morris.

January 1st 2014 saw the opening of the very first public schools and infrastructure, as well as
cannabis shop in Colorado as the cultivation, man- for youth educational campaigns about subufacture and sale of the controversial plant became stance use.
fully legalized. Since then, the state has seen a lot 3.There are renewed efforts to study the
of promising results. Laura Pegram of Drugpolicy. medical efficacy of marijuana within the
org wrote in her article, Six Months of Marijuana state, making Colorado an epicenter for
Sales: Positive Trends Emerge in Colorado, that marijuana research.
“even the state’s Director of Marijuana Coordina- 4.The marijuana industry has developed
tion was quick to note recently that ‘the sky hasn’t quickly, generating thousands of new jobs. It
is estimated there are currently about 10,000
fallen‘ since the first retail shops opened.”
Colorado is proving to be a great example of how people directly involved with this induscannabis legalization can benefit the economy. Al- try, with 1,000 to 2,000 gaining employthough it is still a bit early to make any definitive ment in the past few months alone.
extrapolations about cannabis legalization, there 5.Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper,
are a few emerging trends in Colorado that signal who opposed Amendment 64, recently comgood signs for the state which drugpolicy.org has pared Colorado’s economy since legalization to that of other states by noting, “While
listed on their website:
1.According to Uniform Crime Reporting data for the rest of the country’s economy is slowly
Denver, there has been a 10.1% decrease in over- picking back up, we’re thriving here in Colall crime from this time last year and a 5.2% drop orado.” For example, the demand for commercial real estate has increased drastiin violent crime.
2.The state has garnered over $10 million in taxes cally, with houses in the state appreciating
from retail sales in the first 4 months. The first $40 up to 8.7 percent in the past year alone.
continued on page 8
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Letters to the Editor
Lunch? Give
Me A Break!

Time is like a river...
You cannot touch the water twice,

made the national news for something
other than forest fires and marijuana
production. Something as time honored as sharing ones lunch at school
has now become a crime rating national attention. I can hardly believe that
Americans are now being punished
for sharing food. And don’t even give
me the excuse that the poor little boy
could be allergic to the food thus requiring a trip to the hospital and a law
suite by the parents. I’m a bunch more
concerned about the mandatory vaccinations forced on the people with
no accountability on the governments’
part if something like Autism, weakening of the immune system or learning
disabilities happen to come up later in
life.
When I was a kid in elementary school
us kids shared everything we had with
each other, half a sandwich half eaten
or not, shared drinks from the same
milk carton or soda can, where do you
think the term, “No back wash” came
from? We broke off the chewed on
parts of cookies, candy bars or Popsicle and just kept on going, we rasseled, punched each other coughed on
sneezed, ate paste, chewed spit wads of
paper even swallowed some as well and
drank from water fountains that other
kids put their mouths on. And now days
if a kid chews his pop tart in the shape
of a gun and goes bang, it goes on his
permanent record along with his suspension. Please tell me when we turned
into a nation of wussies no longer able
to function without someone else looking over our shoulders slapping our
hands in everything we do. When has
life become a crime deserving of 24
hour observation and punishment?And
on the other hand, we now encourage
all kids to use condoms while engaging
in the most dangerous unsupervised
activity now known to man with all
the pit falls and diseases and maybe an
unwanted pregnancy or two…..SEX! I
didn’t see any Roman soldiers trying to
arrest Jesus at the last supper for sharing food with his followers in any of
the depictions’ of that great event in
history. Kind of makes you wonder
that since ISIS is trying to eradicate the
Christians, their beliefs and life style
if the school hasn’t been infiltrated by
one of them since it is now a crime
to engage in one of Christians greatest strong points, sharing food with
your brother……….
		
Russ Griner
		
Weaverville

ended (on November 6th) in Ohio . The
second term of Barack Obama will be
the final nail in the coffin for the legacy
of the white Christian males who discovered, explored, pioneered, settled
and developed the greatest Republic in
the history of mankind. A coalition of
Blacks, Latinos, Feminists, Gays, Government Workers, Union Members,
Environmental Extremists, The Media,
Hollywood , uninformed young people,
the “forever needy,” the chronically
unemployed, illegal aliens and other
“fellow travelers” have ended Norman
Rockwell’s America. The Cocker Spaniel is off the front porch... The Pit Bull
is in the back yard. The American Constitution has been replaced with Saul
Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals” and
Chicago shyster, David Axelrod, along
with international Socialist George Soros will be pulling the strings on their
beige puppet to bring us Act 2 of the
New World Order. Our side ran two
candidates who couldn’t even win their
own home states, and the circus fatster Chris Christie helped Obama over
the top with a glowing “post Sandy “
tribute that elevated the “Commander-in-Chief” to Mother Teresa status.
(Aside: with the way the polls were
run, he didn’t need any help!) People
like me are completely politically irrelevant, and I will never again comment
on or concern myself with the aforementioned coalition which has surrendered our culture, our heritage and our
traditions without a shot being fired.
You will never again out-vote these
people. It will take individual acts of
defiance and massive displays of civil
disobedience to get back the rights we
have allowed them to take away. It will
take Zealots, not moderates, not reachacross-the-aisle RINOs, to right this
ship and restore our beloved country to
its former status. Those who come after us will have to risk their lives, their
fortunes and their sacred honor to bring
back the Republic that this generation
has timidly frittered away due to “white
guilt” and political correctness...

because the flow that has passed will

So the little town of Weaverville has never pass again. The American Dream
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UNARMED & STUPID
Free legal advice in Lewiston

Trinity Gazette critic Connor
Nixon has been a blight on the Lewiston community for many years now
and his recent criticisms of those attempting to spotlight corruption at the
courthouse in Weaverville is just another example of someone here who has
failed at virtually everything in life. It
has been suggested that those who criticize others are only masking their own
failures; and Connor Nixon has always
been exceptionally good at this. The
question asked in last month’s Gazette,
“Why can’t Mr. Nixon practice law?,”
is a question that many of us here have
been asking each other for years. I do
know that Nixon is prohibited from
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legally purchasing a firearm here in the
United States of America. So perhaps
these two restrictions are related? Next
time some sweaty old drunk slides over to
your barstool and offers you some ‘free’
legal advice, you might want to consult
with the folks over at the Schoolhouse Library to see just how well that “advice”
worked out for them. Contrary to what
people may have heard here: We don’t
have lawyers in Lewiston. So don’t be
fooled by any of these intoxicated losers
over here. 					

scenes.” Even Clinton said, “You know,
by the time you become the leader of
a country, someone else makes all the
decisions.” The Committee for a State,
and the Committee for a Republic want
the same thing. We are just using different names, and going about it differently. However, since we are already
declared a Republic in our Constitution,
and the representatives we choose are
not doing our bidding, but have taken
their own desires and implemented them
against our will, it is time to declare the,
		
Steve Lindsay			 “Declaration of Independence,” and we
do not have to ask permission. People
		
Lewiston
must see that returning us
to a Republic is what we
should do to be rid of this
Democratic
Oligarchy,
which is destroying our
Rights and Liberties .To be
able to return to a responsible government at least
at the state level, the State
should tell the Federal
government to return to a
Republican form of government and be a responsible government. (“Have
no fear, the truth is here,”
touch your heart)! All of
the Northern California
Counties have natural resources which we rightfully can use against this “domestic tyranny,” which has
been heaped upon us. And
those who are retired should still have
The Constitution says we are a their income as they do now, for we will
Republic (republican form of govern- still be available for that income because
ment), and we are supposed to be, “pro- we will be following the Constitution to
tected from domestic tyranny.” When we protect our lives, liberties and properties.
salute the flag, it is, “to the republic for Thus we only separate our Rights from
which we stand,” and in the Declaration the tyranny of state and federal governof Independence, it says: “whenever any ments and return those rights to ourselves
form of government becomes destructive for our protection and use, as a Repubof these ends, it is the right of the people lic. It is “We the People,” who will have
to alter or to abolish it and to institute control of our Rights and Sovereignty,
new government, laying its foundations not our representatives who have taken
on such principles and organizing its away our Freedoms and are passing ripowers in such form as to them should diculous Laws like FEMA, the Patriot
seem most likely to effect their safety and Act, the ESA, Sustainable Development
or Agenda 21, and the EPA…... These
happiness.”
This is what it says in our Constitution: representatives, House and Senate, I am
Article IV, Section 4: “The United States sorry to say, because some of them are reshall guarantee to every State in this ally honest statesmen and women, must
Union a republican form of government, only be there for 4 years and no longer.
and shall protect each of them against The above reasons are why people need
invasion; and on application of the Leg- to vote for the return of, again, becoming
islature, or of the executive (when the a Republic.

A Republic?

Nita Still
Legislature cannot be convened) against 			
			
Yreka
domestic violence.” Our State Constitution says….Article II Section 1- “All
political power is inherent in the people.
Government is instituted for their protection, security and benefit, and they have RECOMMENDED READING:
the right to alter or reform it when the
public good may require.” Around 1865,
the Power Elite removed the Original
13th Amendment which talked about:
“Titles of Nobility and Honor,” and they
put in its place the 14th Amendment,
which was the slavery one. This is historically the truth: http://www.usa.info/
usA--Original13thAmend.htm Then, in
1871, our Republican form of government ended, because of the whims the
Power Elite had on our 41 Congress.
Chief Justice Frankfurter, in 1921, said:
“The real rulers in Washington are invisible and exercise power from behind the
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The New Federalist on the
First Amendment –
Free Press
Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom . . . of the press . . . .

One basic need for freedom to exist in a
society is a free and unfettered press. The free
exchange of information and opinions allows
each person to gather information and make an
informed decision.
Unfortunately, the so-called ‘mainstream media’ is no longer free and unfettered. How has
this happened? Part of the problem is consolidation – four huge corporate entities own most
of today’s media outlets. The result is a sort of
dumbing-down of the news in search of ratings.
News in search of ratings becomes entertainment. Along with the ratings issue, news reporters are largely liberal Democrats, having
been educated in universities staffed by liberal
Democrats. Did you know that in Academia,
Republicans are not offered tenure? Academics
have the leisure to sit about and philosophize
about what an ideal society might look like. By
and large these musings lead them to consider
Socialism or Communism, which is hysterical
given the collapse of the USSR and the rate at
which European (Socialist) countries are approaching bankruptcy. In addition we have media people like Dan Rather, who once said he
was not satisfied to ‘merely’ report the news
– his goal was to ‘influence’ public opinion. All
these factors contribute to newspeople who tell
you, the viewer or reader, what to think. This is
not a free press.
This is why the Gazette is so important, and why
the local liberal politicians smear and demonize
it. It is important for people to be able to voice
their opinions and gather information. If the
Trinity Journal refuses to report news items,
or to not publish letters that do not agree
with the ‘party line’, then persons with different opinions have no voice. Given a press
controlled by any one political ideology, that
press can present a minority opinion as though
it is the majority opinion. Especially in a county
such as this, where people live widely spread
out and contact with other voters is limited, a
free press is critical for exchange of ideas. This
is also why the Trinity Journal prints letters telling people they should not read the Gazette. It
is an attempt to control information and in turn,
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control the voters. What you might do, if you are really open-minded and in search of information, is to
read them both, think carefully about the issues, talk
with your friends and neighbors and make up your
own mind.

Congressional Candidate
Speaks to You

Greetings Friends,
My name is Dale K. Mensing.
I seek to represent California’s Second District in the
United States House of Representatives. The Second
District is very new and very large—it comprises five
and a half counties. As most of our district’s population is found in the small southern two counties, it is
natural that many people in Trinity County feel that
their county’s interests will not receive due concern
and consideration from elected officials. Dear reader,
please allow me to express the fact that I have great
regard for the land and the people of Trinity County. I
know that you are extremely important to our district
and our State. The State seeks to take advantage of
Trinity County by confiscating water. Your water is
vital to your economy, lifestyle, and health.
Because the east bay area has so many people, they
cajole themselves into feeling that it is OK to take
advantage of the less populated north country. They
think it is logical to take your water to solve their
problems even if it creates problems in the North.
Not the least of these problems is the effect on Trinity County’s tourist industry. Here is an idea: if the
east bay area needs more water why don’t they start
desalinization projects like San Diego and Arabia?
Or, try covering the canals with solar panels to reduce
evaporation like they do in India. The electricity from
these panels could be used to power desalinization.
They could construct a variety of types and systems
of water storage. Basically, they should find ways to
solve their problems with investment and innovation
rather than just taking your water. The Central Valley Water project, which takes Trinity County water,
was established in 1933 for the purpose of providing
water for agriculture. It will now use Trinity water
to augment the delta ecosystem rather than for valley
agriculture. It just so happens that Trinity County has
an ecosystem too. As your congressman I will work
to defend your water.
The Forest Service has changed. The root of the
change is philosophical. In response to a variety of
forces such as economics, culture, and Agenda 21,
the Forest Service has come to regard the forest as an
ecosystem to be maintained through their ideas of pro-

tection. This philosophy includes the idea that underbrush
should be left to the whims of nature, including potential
fire. However, when fire occurs, we must fight the whims
of nature. Their philosophy is exercised at the expense of
“multiple use” needs. I strongly embrace the idea of having and protecting primitive areas like the Trinity Alps. But,
we also have a new wilderness. People live in and around
national forests, and their use of the land needs to reflect the
fact that the forest can be used but not exploited.
One of the primary problems that Trinity County faces is
forest fires. It is clear that forest fire size, intensity, amount
of smoke and financial cost are all very much exacerbated by
the fact that underbrush is not cleared. Good logging companies used to do this work as part of their responsibilities
in harvesting. These forest fires obviously create much destruction and smoke. Many of our leaders regularly express
concern about the need to take various actions to curb air
pollution. I find forest fire smoke to be on a par with auto
and industrial exhaust. Smoke is bad for the health and comfort of the citizens. And, smoke and charred forests certainly
discourage tourism.
We cannot go back in time. The new wilderness of today
needs to be cared for in such a way that all valid interests are
taken into consideration. Citizens who wish to work can be
employed to clear underbrush and refurbish riparian damage. They can be paid to do this using funds that are currently allocated for food stamps or other government help
programs. The California Conservation Corps could be expanded to provide such employment. There is much, much
less financial cost in preventing fire than there is in fighting
fire.
As a society we need wood. I know that logging can
be done in a responsible non-exploitive manner. Caring for
streams, replanting and selective logging can be implemented to provide timber and timber jobs in a way that works in
concert with the needs of the forest and forest communities.
Marijuana should be legalized and taxed as a controlled
substance. Funds acquired should be used to eradicate illegal grows in national and State and National forests. As
your congressman, I will seek out all interested parties to
find an answer to the host of problems created by illegal
grows. The list includes litter, toxic dumping, rodenticides,
violence, stream damage, water diversion, water theft and
trespassing.
My decisions are based on my personal sense of honor. I
have no debts to industries, organizations or lobby groups.
My interest in Trinity County involves my willingness to
learn and to work. I would appreciate your vote.
www.gcdaleforcongress.org
				
Dale K. Mensing

A Day Late But NOT Even A Penny Short
Have you ever wondered what happened to the 56 men who signed the Declaration of Independence?
Five signers were captured by the British as traitors, and tortured before they died.
Twelve had their homes ransacked and burned.
Two lost their sons serving in the Revolutionary Army; another had two sons captured.
Nine of the 56 fought and died from wounds or hardships of the Revolutionary War.
They signed and they pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor.
What kind of men were they?
Twenty-four were lawyers and jurists. Eleven were merchants, nine were farmers and large plantation
owners: men of means, well educated. But they signed the Declaration of Independence knowing full well
that the penalty would be death if they were captured.
Carter Braxton of Virginia, a wealthy planter and trader saw his ships swept from the seas by the British
Navy. He sold his home and properties to pay his debts and died in rags.
Thomas McKeam was so hounded by the British that he was forced to move his family almost constantly. He served in the Congress without pay, and his family was kept in hiding. His possessions were taken
from him, and poverty was his reward.
Vandals or soldiers looted the properties of Dillery Hall, Clymer, Walton, Gwinett, Heyward, Ruttledge, and Middleton. At the battle of Yorktown, Thomas Nelson, Jr. noted that the British General Cornwallis had taken over the Nelson home for his headquarters. He quietly urged General George Washington to open
fire. The home was destroyed, and Nelson died bankrupt.
Francis Lewis had his home and properties destroyed. The enemy jailed his wife, and she died within a few months. John Hart was driven from his wife’s
bedside as she was dying. Their 13 children fled for their lives. His fields and his gristmill were laid to waste. For more than a year he lived in forests and caves,
returning to find his wife dead and his children vanished. A few weeks later he died from exhaustion and a broken heart. Norris and Livingston suffered similar
fates. Such were the stories and sacrifices of the American Revolution. So take a few minutes while enjoying your 4th of July holiday and silently thank these
patriots. It’s not much to ask for the price they paid. Remember: freedom is never free! I hope you will show your support by sending this to as many people as you
can please. It’s time we get the word out that patriotism is NOT a sin, and the Fourth of July has more to it than beer, picnics, and baseball games.
A government big enough to give you everything you want, is big enough to take away everything you have. ~~ Thomas Jefferson
No free man shall ever be debarred the use of arms. ~~ Thomas Jefferson
The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to keep and bears arms is, as a last resort, to protect themselves against tyranny in government.

The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of tyrants.
					
This Patriotic Thought of the Day brought to you by Richard from Big Bar

USFS To Charge $1500
to Photograph or Film
Wilderness Areas
Photographs
like this one
taken of the
Trinity Alps
Wilderness will
be illegal without a permit

Every Wi-Fi User in US
May Have $10,000
Wiretapping Claim
Against Google
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In what may have just become the largest class-action
lawsuit in American history, the U.S. Supreme Court
denied hearing the appeal of a lower court ruling that
Google maps’ “Street View” cars were not exempt
from state and federal wiretapping laws. The cars had
vacuumed up Wi-Fi e-mail messages, user passwords,
and other communications from 2007 to 2010. With
a consolidated class-action lawsuit seeking up to
$10,000 for each affected private Wi-Fi user captured
The Oregonian reby Google, lawyers are about to go national with
ports that the U.S.
billions of dollars of claims for potential damages to
Forest Service is
virtually every U.S. e-mail user. Wiretapping refers to
cracking down on
interception of telephonic voice communications, and
press coverage in
it has been strictly regulated by states for over a cenfederal wilderness
tury and became a federal crime under the “The Comareas.... under rules being finalized, a reporter
munications Act of 1934.” As communications methwho shot a video or photo on an iPhone in 36 ods became more sophisticated, wiretapping methods
million acres of wilderness would first need
followed suit, and the laws regulating wiretapping
to pay for a special permit. Permits cost up to have come to cover cellular phones and electronic
$1,500, says Forest Service spokesman Larry communications, such as e-mail. Under federal law,
Chambers, and reporters who don’t get them
it is illegal and subject to up to five years in prison
and a $10,000 fine for any third party to intercept
could face fines up to $1,000. First Amendany telephonic or electronic communication between
ment advocates say the rules ignore press
other individuals. However, if one of the parties to
freedoms and are so vague they’d allow the
Forest Service to grant permits only to favored the conversation records or consents to the recording,
reporters shooting videos for positive stories. the interception of the communication is generally
not barred under federal law and is also permissible
Our story drew swift outrage from across the
under many state laws. But at least 11 states criminally
country. “What does the Forest Service plan
prohibit recording any conversation, regardless of
to do next—monitor Instagram accounts and
consent. Google has vigorously fought the case unsucfine users that post pictures of our wilderness cessfully through the District Court, Court of Appeals,
areas?” asked U.S. Rep. Peter DeFazio, an
and U.S. Supreme Court to block the litigation since
Oregon Democrat. “I will organize and send
2010. Google tried and failed to convince a trial judge
and the U.S. Court of Appeals panel in San Francisco
the Forest Service a bipartisan letter telling

them the current rule is unacceptable and that
it needs to be fixed.”

The Forest Service proposes to incorporate interim
directive (ID) 2709.11-2013.1 into Forest Service
Handbook (FSH) 2709.11, chapter 40 to make permanent guidance for the evaluation of proposals for
still photography and commercial filming on National
Forest System Lands. The proposed amendment would
addressthe establishment of consistent national criteria
to evaluate requests for special use permits on National
Forest System (NFS) lands. Specifically, this policy
provides the criteria used to evaluate request for special
use permits related to still photography and commercial
filming in congressionally designated wilderness areas.
Public comment is invited and will be considered in the
development of the final directive.

The deadline to comment to the USFS on this
unconstitutional and un-American rule is Nov.
3rd.
If you want to take photographs like this one
of Emerald Lake, you had better hurry or it
will cost you a $1500 special permit for using
our own public lands. Oh, and that will include
the Trinity River soon to be a Wilderness area
as per BLM. Oh, and remember, no panning
for gold either! Perhaps, these bureaucrats
would be better off doing real work in a Fire
Lookout Tower or taking out dangerous ground
fuel loads before it all burns to the ground and
the only pictures to be taken will be of death,
destruction, ash and choking smoke.

that it was legal to intercept the Wi-Fi networks,
because open Wi-Fi networks are the equivalent to
AM/FM radio transmissions. With the Supreme Court
denial, legal action shifted back to a Federal Judge in
Mountain View, California, where, last week, lawyers
for the 22 people named in the suit, “Google Street
View Electronic Communications Litigation” won a
discovery phase ruling that the Silicon Valley-based
company must give access and work cooperatively
with opposing lawyers to determine what’s on the hard
drives. If any of the litigants can pinpoint any of their
personal data in the massive cache of communications captured from private Wi-Fi networks by Street
View, their lawyers will have established Google’s
wiretapping liability. “There’s a good reason Google
is bringing every potential defense,” Alan Butler, senior counsel at Washington-based Electronic Privacy
Information Center, which filed a legal brief against
Google, told Bloomberg. “It has to be the biggest
wiretap case in U.S. history.”

Rep. LaMalfa Urges Action on Forestry Reforms

Washington, D.C. – Rep. Doug LaMalfa (R-CA) today spoke on the floor of the House to demand
urgency in addressing the threat of catastrophic wildfires by implementing common sense, balanced forest policies that would allow greater state and local involvement in wildfire prevention on federal lands.
LaMalfa’s comments came in the wake of the Boles Fire, which has destroyed or damaged much of the
town of Weed, California.
“Last night in the town of Weed, California, over 100 of my constituents’ homes were destroyed or
damaged by fire, along with an elementary school and timber mill, one of the area’s largest employers.
Thousands of my constituents are under evacuation orders, and the fire is not yet fully contained,” said
LaMalfa. “Unfortunately, this is not new to rural California and the West. Each year, millions of acres
are burned in California and throughout the United States, destroying communities and rural economies.
The simple fact is that our forests are entirely unmanaged, and as a result are overgrown, unhealthy and
ready burst into flame at any time.” Rep. LaMalfa cosponsored and voted in favor of H.R 1526, a measure which passed with bipartisan support to improve forest health and prevent wildfires by removing
red tape from timber and fire prevention work in National forests.
The Senate has failed to consider this measure or put forward a
similar proposal. LaMalfa also is a co-sponsor and strong supporter
of H.R. 3992, which would end the diversion of forest management
funding to firefighting by treating fires like other disasters and allowing flexible wildfire disaster funding.
Oregon Fire, Weaverville
Photo courtesy of Mark Johnson

THE DANGERS ASSOCIATED WITH CONSTRUCTION
OF A TIC -TAC-GAME BOARD

By William J. Prater
First you take an old board pine board sawn from a old growth dead tree before the Forest Service
burned it in one of their controlled burns. To begin, first cut the circle, then sand the board, rout
the edges then burn the figure with a wood burning tool making sure that you applied to three
different agencies for a burn
permit. Then apply Varathane
in 3 different coats. Then go
to riverbank and find suitable
rocks for the child to paint like
lady bugs making sure you
don’t step on a dung beetle
and get arrested and thrown in
jail. Keep the rocks well hidden so when the SWAT team
comes and breaks down your
door they won’t find the rocks
lest you and your child be
thrown in Federal prison.
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Marijuana Compound May Hemp
Slow, Halt Alzheimer’s
History

Drug Discovery & Development Magazine

Extremely
low levels
of the compound in marijuana known
as delta-9tetrahydrocannabinol,
or THC, may slow or halt the progression
of Alzheimer’s disease, a recent study from
neuroscientists at the University of South
Florida shows. Findings from the experiments, using a cellular model of Alzheimer’s
disease, were reported online in the Journal
of Alzheimer’s Disease.
Researchers from the USF Health Byrd
Alzheimer’s Institute showed that extremely
low doses of THC reduce the production
of amyloid beta, found in a soluble form in
most aging brains, and prevent abnormal
accumulation of this protein— a process
considered one of the pathological hallmarks evident early in the memory-robbing
disease. These low concentrations of THC
also selectively enhanced mitochondrial
function, which is needed to help supply
energy, transmit signals, and maintain a
healthy brain.“THC is known to be a potent antioxidant with neuroprotective
properties, but this is the first report that
the compound directly affects Alzheimer’s
pathology by decreasing amyloid beta levels,
inhibiting its aggregation, and enhancing
mitochondrial function,” said study lead
author Chuanhai Cao, a neuroscientist at
the Byrd Alzheimer’s Institute and the USF
College of Pharmacy. “Decreased levels of
amyloid beta means less aggregation, which
may protect against the progression of
Alzheimer’s disease. Since THC is a natural
and relatively safe amyloid inhibitor, THC
or its analogs may help us develop an effective treatment in the future.” The researchers point out that at the low doses studied,
the therapeutic benefits of THC appear to
prevail over the associated risks of THC toxicity and memory impairment. Neel Nabar,
a study co-author and MD/Ph.D. candidate,
recognized the rapidly changing political
climate surrounding the debate over medical marijuana. “While we are still far from
a consensus, this study indicates that THC
and THC-related compounds may be of
therapeutic value in Alzheimer’s disease,”

Nabar said. “Are we advocating that people
10,000-year History of
use illicit drugs to prevent the disease? No.
Marijuana Use
It’s important to keep in mind that just because a drug may be effective doesn’t mean 500 BCE Scythian couple die
and are buried with two small
it can be safely used by anyone. However,
these findings may lead to the development tents covering containers for
burning incense. Attached to one tent stick was a decoof related compounds that are safe, legal,
and useful in the treatment of Alzheimer’s rated leather pouch containing wild Cannabis seeds.
disease.” The body’s own system of cannabi- This closely matches the stories told by Herodotus. The
noid receptors interacts with naturally-oc- gravesite, discovered in the late 1940s, was in Pazryk,
northwest of the Tien Shan Mountains in modern-day
curring cannabinoid molecules, and these
Khazakstan. Hemp is introduced into Northern Europe
molecules function similarly to the THC
by the Scythians. An urn containing leaves and seeds of
isolated from the cannabis (marijuana)
plant. Cao’s laboratory at the Byrd Alzheim- the Cannabis plant, unearthed near Berlin, is found and
er’s Institute is currently investigating the dated to about this time. Use of hemp products spread
effects of a drug cocktail that includes THC, throughout northern Europe.
caffeine as well as other natural compounds 430 BCE Herodotus reports on both ritual and recreation
use of Cannabis by the Scythians (Herodotus The Histoin a cellular model of Alzheimer’s disease,
ries 430 B.C. trans. G. Rawlinson).
and will advance to a genetically-engineered mouse model of Alzheimer’s shortly. 200 BCE Hemp rope appears in Greece. Chinese Book
of Rites mentions hemp fabric.
“The dose and target population are criti100 BCE First evidence of hemp paper, invented in
cally important for any drug, so careful
monitoring and control of drug levels in the China.
100-0 BCE Psychotropic properties of Cannabis are
blood and system are very important for
therapeutic use, especially for a compound mentioned in newly compiled herbal Pen Ts’ao Ching.
such as THC,” Cao said. THC and cannabi- 0-100 CE Construction of Samaritan gold and glass
paste stash box for storing hashish, coriander, or salt,
diol are peroxynitrite scavengers and that
buried in Siberian tomb.
is the key to treating Alzheimer’s disease.
People can have plaques and tangles in
their brains and not have Alzheimer’s disease
where peroxynitrite levels are low. Peroxynitrites inhibit the release and synthesis of neurotransmitters involved in short-term memory,
sleep, mood, social recognition and alertness.
They prevent the regeneration of neurons and
via mitochondrial dysfunction contribute to
the death of neurons. ------------------------One of the most important compounds for
treating Alzheimer’s disease are phenols
which can be found in aromatic plants. THC
and cannabidiol contain phenols. The most
effective compounds for the treatment of
Alzheimer’s disease are methoxyphenols such
as found in various essential oils such as rosemary, eugenol and ferulic acid in lemon balm
extracts, and ferulic acid and syringic acid in
ginseng. All of the plant compounds listed
above have partially reversed Alzheimer’s
disease in human clinical trials (see Jimbo
for aromatherapy, Akhondzadeh for lemom
balm/Melissa officinalis extract, and Heo for
Korean red ginseng and heat processed ginseng). The formula for treating the disease
is aromatic plant compounds=peroxynitrite
scavengers=treatment of Alzheimer’s disease.
Credit: Lane Simonian

Global Cooling
Extent of Antarctic Sea Ice reaches
Record Levels Scientists say

Scientists say the extent of Antarctic sea ice cover is at its highest level since
records began. Satellite imagery reveals an area of about 20 million square
kilometres covered by sea ice around the Antarctic continent.
Jan Lieser from the Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems Cooperative Research
Centre (CRC) said the discovery was made two days ago.
“This is an area covered by sea ice which we’ve never seen from space before,” he said. “Thirty-five years ago the first satellites went up which were
reliably telling us what area, two dimensional area, of sea ice was covered
and we’ve never seen that before, that much area.
“That is roughly double the size of the Antarctic continent and about three
times the size of Australia.” The formation of sea ice around Antarctica every
year is one of the biggest seasonal events on Earth.
Courtesy of netrightdaily.com

HOLDER TO RESIGN !
Continued from pg 1

index, was requested through a June 2012 FOIA
filing by government watchdog Judicial Watch.
When DOJ didn’t respond to the FOIA request
in the time required by law, Judicial Watch sued
in September 2012, seeking all documents DOJ
and the White House are withholding from Congress under executive privilege claims. President
Obama made the assertion on June 20, 2012 just
moments before Attorney General Eric Holder
was held in contempt. In July 2014, after two
years of battling for information, Judge Bates
ordered the Department of Justice to release the
Vaughn Index by October 1. DOJ responded by
asking for a month long delay in releasing the
list with a deadline of November 3, just one day
before the 2014-midterm elections. That request
has been denied.“The Obama administration
failed to game the courts and now will have to
account for its Fast and Furious lies. Two federal
courts have now rejected Eric Holder’s electionrelated ploy to keep this information from the
American people,” Judicial Watch President
Tom Fitton said in a statement in reaction to the
ruling. “This is a battle that put Eric Holder in
contempt of Congress, saw Nixonian assertions
of executive privilege by Barack Obama, and a
hapless Congress in the face of all this lawlessness. This latest court ruling shows again that
Judicial Watch’s independent investigations and
lawsuits are more effective than Congress and
the rest of media. We are pleased we may get
some accountability for Border Patrol Agent
Brian Terry and hundreds of others who lost
their lives as a result of Obama’s Fast and Furious program.” Attorney General Eric Holder dismissed NSA spying on US citizens saying he is
convinced that surveillance programs at the National Security Agency (NSA) are legal, no matter what a federal privacy panel says. Efforts to
obtain documents from the IRS scandal involving Lois Lerner have been hampered by the lack
of enforcement under Holder’s DOJ. Holder was
also directly responsible for non-prosecution of
election intimidation by members of the Black
Panthers at election precincts. Karin McQuillan
writes via American Thinker that Obama has
forbidden the FBI to use religion in identifying
terror threats even as ISIS, the most powerful Islamic terror group in the Middle East is recruiting openly in U.S. mosques. AT had a chance
to catch up with Steven Emerson, head of The
Investigative Project on Terrorism, and hear his
assessment of the ISIS threat here on American
soil. Emerson runs the country’s top data center on Islamic terror groups in the United States,
working like a man possessed, and accomplishing the work of thousands on sheer guts and determination to protect our country. Wherever
the bad guys have been caught and prosecuted
successfully, you will find Emerson working
quietly behind the scenes as an invaluable ally
of the FBI and Homeland Security. Because he
accepts no money from the government, Emerson has been free of the diktats of the Obama administration that have forbidden the FBI to train
their sights on Muslim terrorists. In the words
of U.S. Representative Pete Hoekstra, Ranking
Member of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence: The Investigative Project
on Terrorism is critical to our nation’s security.
There is no other non-governmental group that
has better intelligence or data on the threat to
the United States and our allies. It is not an exaggeration to say that because of Democrat political correctness hamstringing our FBI agents,
they could not combat the Islamists in our midst
without Steven Emerson. The FBI turns to Emer-
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son to find out what is happening. So does AT. This
is what Emerson told us: Isis is Al Qaeda 3.0. They
are already in the United States and the only reason
there has not been a terror attack is that they have
not decided to do it yet. The chief danger Emerson
sees is that there are three to four hundred ISIS killers
in Syria and Iraq with American passports, who can
return whenever they want, and the Obama administration is blocking the FBI from monitoring them
in mosques. As Emerson told Judge Jeannine Pirro
on Fox News: The FBI has been handcuffed in terms
of investigating religious extremists in mosques, as
a result of guidelines put out by the attorney general
earlier this year. And so therefore, there is… a definite problem now in investigating those militants in
the United States who are either recruiting for ISIS
or have returned from Syria or Iraq having fought
for ISIS, and are ready to carry out freelance or directed terrorist attacks on behalf of ISIS against the
United States…the Department of Justice [which]
put out guidelines that restricted the FBI and other
law enforcement agencies from using religious factors in identifying threats, national security threats
to the United States in the homeland. …we’re seeing
ISIS recruiting biophysicists, engineers, social media
types, people who have expertise in really carrying
out sophisticated terrorist attacks coming back to the
United States. There’s one recruiter that [had been]...
picked up [in the past], well identified, in Bloomington, Minnesota at the Al Farooq Mosque. There are
recruiters going around the country in other mosques,
where they identify potential volunteers. They test
them out to see if they’re willing to die on behalf of
martyrdom of the cause for Allah. Then they give
them cash, they provide money for their families in
case they die. They give them tickets to go to Turkey.
Turkey has allowed them, hundreds, to go through to
Syria, then to Iraq. And we [the U.S.] count Turkey as
one of our top allies. ...So there’s a major disconnect,
Judge, here between what we should be doing to protect the homeland and protect American citizens.”

Question for our Congress: Obama will do
nothing to revoke the passports of American
ISIS maniacs. What are you doing about it?

TRINITY STUDENT
SHARES LUNCH

GETS DETENTION & NATIONAL PRESS

Continued from pg 1

to the other two students, per policy each “should
have been” given a detention. She was unaware
of the 3rd student. She admits that she did not
give student #2 a detention because he was new
to the school and probley didn’t know the policy.
If they had followed the school “warn and redirect” policy/ practice- the school official issuing
the detention was supposed to make phone contact
with the parent or have the child do so in their
presence. That was never done... the other issue
is being handled by the superintendent...”Sources
say that the Bradfords were offered a trip to the
East Coast to appear on Fox News but declined.
Sandy Bradford owns Imaginations, a print shop
in Weaverville, with many government and agency contracts and these contracts were allegedly
threatened by her outspoken defense of her son.
Meanwhile, the Trinity Journal decided to pass
on the story altogether even though the story
was on their lips throughout the day. Principal
Keith Sprague held a “village meeting” Thursday
night calling the incident a viral social media story.
He claims the Federal Lunch Program mandates
that uneaten food must be thrown away rather than
be shared. Sprague went on about the many calls
and hate mail from around the country but sees no
reason to change the policy. One attendee believes
that the story is much bigger than lunch policy
and is more about the public reaching a snapping
point on ludicrous government intervention into
people’s lives and into their children’s upbringing.

Government Agencies
Are Being Used to
Forward a Far-Left
Agenda

by Sara Noble
Independent Sentinel .Com
New emails uncovered today and a Sharyl Attkisson exposé have revealed what should have been
obvious for years. Our government is using agencies to obfuscate, cover up, and to circumvent the
law of the land. It’s blatantly un-American. There
is a whistleblower who claims Hillary’s staff sifted
through Benghazi documents and pulled out those
they found incriminating. It is against the law but
the mainstream media is uninterested. They would
rather rant about Ray Rice. The “transparent” administration has blocked and withheld crucial
documents in every scandal. In the case of Benghazi, they hid witnesses. Newly uncovered emails
point to climate change being used to ram through
a far-left agenda. This too has drawn no interest
in the media. The George Soros – John Podesta
think tank, the Center for American Progress in
their definitive essay, The Power of the President, Recommendations to Advance Progressive
Change subtly outlined a virtual blueprint for a
U.S. Presidency that rules by fiat, ignoring the
laws of the nation. They advised the President to
use his “constitutional powers” through:
•Executive orders
•Rule-making
•Agency management
•Convening and creating public-private
partnerships [crony-ism]
•Commanding the armed forces
•Diplomacy
These people are the far-left fringe who call
themselves Progressives. There is nothing Progressive about them. They are statists. Podesta
is now helping the Obama administration ram
through an extreme climate change agenda using
agencies and regulations. Climate Change/Climate Chaos/Global Warming is believed by
some to be neo-communism because it is used
as an excuse to remake America into Progressive
America.
Tea Party leader Kay Graves sums it up, “People
are being pushed too far. It’s about everything.”
USA TODAY reports: A 13-year-old kid ended
up with a detention slip at school for the heinous
crime of sharing his chicken burrito with a pal.
AsKRCR-TV reports, Kyle Bradford of
Weaverville Elementary in California shared
his school-bought lunch with a friend because
the other kid wasn’t crazy about his own cheese
sandwich. That’s a no-no in the eyes of school
officials worried about allergies and lawsuits.
“Of course if students are concerned about other students not having enough to eat we would
definitely want to consider that,” says the local
school superintendent, “but because of safety
and liability we cannot allow students to actually
exchange meals.” The rule is understandable,
writes Michele Zipp at the Stir, but detention?
“Seems excessive,” she writes. “Our little Robin
Hood of the cafeteria doesn’t deserve to be punished for being kind.” Kyle’s mom agrees, saying the school should stick with teaching the basics and let parents handle “morals and manners
and compassion.” The Toronto Sun weighs in
with what could have been an alternative punishment: “I will not share my lunch at school. I will
not share my lunch at school. I will not share ...”
(Don’t share the Chapstick, either.)
The TAUB meeting is on Weds. Oct. 8th at 5pm
Weaverville Elem. School to review their policy.

HISTORY MADE BY
JEFFERSON STATE COMMITTEE
continued from pg 1

and assemble freely to consult for the common good,” Jefferson leader Mark Baird
and Siskiyou County Supervisor Dist. 1
Brandon Criss delivered the Declarations
signing the legal “Proof of Service” forms in
the Capitol offices.
“We are taxed without representation,” said
Baird, during the rally, explaining that each
county should elect a state senator – providing a correct Constitutional representation.
Currently, Northern California counties are
afforded only two senators and the rest of the
state elects 38. “We are here to gain representation for each and every county in the
State of Jefferson,” he explained.
Baird said he was met with reluctance, when
a receptionist for the Senate Parliamentarian said she didn’t think she could accept the
Declaration. But after a discussion behind
closed doors, she did accept the Declaration
and provided proof of receipt.
“It’s more than symbolic. This is a step in
the legal process to split California into two
entities,” said Baird.
Meanwhile out on the West Capitol steps, Assemblyman Tim Donnelley, walked out to
address the Jefferson Rally. He was the only
elected legislative official in Sacramento
willing to speak in support of the State of
Jefferson and he did so with gusto.
Four additional County Board of Supervisors have signed a Declaration for withdrawal from California. It is expected that
Yuba, Sutter, Glenn and Tehama Jefferson
Committees will be submitting their declarations to the State Legislature and Secretary
of State within the next two months.
Siskiyou Supervisor Criss said he was proud
Siskiyou County Supervisors were the first
to approve the Declaration to split from California, saying it showed how well the county
supervisors and the public can work together
on a common cause as a team. In answer to
nay-sayers, Supervisor Criss explained creating the State of Jefferson, “would re-awaken
the rural economy if it were unleashed from

urban control. California has over 500 government agencies micromanaging the people.”
It was September 3rd of 2013, when the Siskiyou Supervisors started the ball rolling by approving the Declaration during its board meeting with a crowd of over 100 applauding. Since
then, the Jefferson Declaration Committee has
grown from obscurity to setting an historical
precedence. The 51st State of Jefferson movement is no longer a laughing matter as some
media and California legislators assumed.
Indeed the submission of the Declarations was
a solemn event as they were accompanied by a
legal petition expecting a response and remedy
from the state secretary and legislature. This is
something that has never been done before.
“We did what we said we would do one year
ago,” said Baird. “We have petitioned the state,
because we have no representation -- and for
redress of grievances. The time has come for
51.” Recently, the Sacramento Bee sponsored
an on-line poll and 73 percent voted in favor
of splitting the State of California creating the
51st State of Jefferson. “Seventy-three percent
is incredible,” said Baird. “We’ve made a tremendous amount of progress – covered a great
deal of ground in just one year.” The Jefferson
Declaration grassroots group is on fire, now
boasting committees in 20 Northern California
Counties. Check out the group’s website at: Jefferson Declaration.net for more information.
Candidates running for office are also taking notice. Soon after the Aug. 28th submission of the
Declarations, Matt Heath, candidate for California State Assembly Dist. 2 gave more than
a nod for the State of Jefferson. “If a county
presented me with a petition to form a new
state, I would call for a hearing and listen to
their concerns, as per my duty to support the
people of my district. Those are the broader
principles of liberty that our state and our
nation were founded on,” said Heath.

One Woman’s Point of View: The Conspiracy of Silence
By Yvonne Storkey
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HUGE LEGAL WIN
FOR MINERS

O

n Sept. 23rd the California Court of Appeal, Third
Appellate District, issued a unanimous opinion generally affirming the New 49’ers Legal Fund’s legal team’s
theory of federal preemption in the mining context. This
is a big win for mining community, which has been attempting for roughly five years, through multiple cases
in multiple forums, to secure a judicial ruling on the 2009
moratorium and its successors. What is especially helpful is that the Court gave great weight to their position
that particular regulations might become “‘so severe that
a particular land use [in this case mining] . . . become[s]
commercially impracticable’ (Granite Rock, supra, at
p. 587)” (Opinion at 19.) The Court did not adopt the
State’s position that only an outright ban of any and all
mining might possibly run afoul of federal supremacy,
much less its position that there was, in substance, no
such thing as federal supremacy in the mining context.
The Third Appellate Court of California issued a
unanimous Decision confirming our arguments that a
State agency does not have the authority to materially
interfere with commercial mining programs on the
public lands. The Decision reversed Brandon Rinehart’s
conviction for suction dredging without a permit.This is a
huge win for our side, which I believe, will go a long way
towards getting us a reasonable set of dredging regulations in California for the 2015 season and beyond. It is
predicted this will, in a roundabout way, help eliminate
Oregon’s moratorium which is set to begin in 2016. It
is seen as the biggest legal win for miners since the
beginning of all the legal battles about 10 years ago.

There is an old joke which officially ‘proves’ that lab rats are more intelligent than human beings. When the scientist moves the cheese in the maze, the rat will go off
searching for the new location of the cheese; but the human keeps going back to the same old place it used to be, saying, ‘It must be here! It always used to be here! I can’t
understand it!’. Ironically, scientific opinion itself is often the most reluctant to change.
The current Western medical paradigm is based on organic chemistry, the assumption being that the human body performs through a vast number of chemical reactions.
This was disproved by Quantum Physics decades ago: The body is an energy system. If an olympic skater had to wait for her brain to inform her body what to do by chemical reaction, she would be unable to skate, chemical reactions take far too long to travel through the body.
Similarly, scientists will only deem something to be true if an experiment to prove it can be reproduced by completely different scientists using the same experimental
protocol and procedures. Yet Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle in quantum physics made this assumption meaningless many decades ago: If a scientist expected to see a
particle he saw a particle, if he expected to see a wave he saw a wave - the observer WILL affect the outcome of the experiment.
This is why scientists vilifying Alternative Medecine are misguided at best, and Luddites at worst: Because factors like faith, hope, intuition and visualization cannot be
measured, quantified and reproduced identically from lab to lab. Dr Kelly Turner recently published a book, ‘Radical Remission: Surviving Cancer Against All Odds’,
which was reviewed on National Public Radio. She was counseling cancer patients at a large cancer research hospital in San Francisco, read a book which detailed a radical
remission - someone with late stage ‘terminal’ cancer whose cancer disappeared after Western medical doctors had given up on them - and this was the first time she had
ever heard that was possible! When she started searching, she found thousands of cases where the person had cured their cancer, sometimes with alternative medicine alone,
sometimes after western medicine had failed to do the job. She discovered that many doctors had asked their radical remission patients not to mention their recovery to
anyone else, in case they raised ‘false hope’ (how can it be false if someone really did cure their cancer?). She found a thousand plus cases published in medical journals, the
vast majority of which did not even mention what the patients thought might have led to their remissions. It is a scientific conspiracy of silence.
Dr Turner did her own study of radical remission survivors, and over fifty alternative healers from around the world (given the stranglehold of Western medicine on the
US, she had to look to other countries). She found seventy-five different elements contributing to the remissions, of which nine factors occurred in every single case. Being
scientifically trained, she fully expected most of these nine factors to be physical treatments: she was shocked to discover a mere two were physical. These were ‘Radically
changing your diet’ and ‘Using herbs and supplements’. The remaining seven (in no specific order) were: 1)Taking control of your health, 2)Following your intuition, 3)Releasing suppressed emotions, 4)Increasing positive emotions, 5)Embracing social support, 6)Deepening your spiritual connections, and 7)Having strong reasons for living.
How would a woman feel - sick, exhausted, bald and mutilated by conventional medical treatment - to discover that what she had just endured might have been completely
unnecessary? Who will tell her? The chemo, surgery and radiation industry is worth billions of dollars, and provides many jobs - no one in that business wants change. The
pharmaceutical companies are not going to fund research into nutrition and mental/emotional health, which renders the majority of their product range obsolete. As Dr
Turner discovered in her research, we as individuals need to take control of our health, follow our intuition, and discover our own personalized journey to health.

GOP

I

Candidates Visit Trinity!

t has been a long time since Trinity has
been given the recognition and time by
politicians running for state positions but
many members of the Republican “Team”
visited Trinity Center on Sept. 5th for a
reception then a dinner at the La Grange
Cafe in Weaverville. This “Team” is different as not a single one is a politician. Neel
Kashkari candidate for Governor offered
Neel
Kashkari
Candidate
for
<Governor
Trinity
Center
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Pete
Peterson
Candidate
for Secy of
State >

Camaraderie was very evident between
Matt Heath (Candidate for Assembly) &
Dale Mensing (Candidate for Congress)

L to R: Dale
Mensing, Matt
Heath, Kay
Graves,
Lyn Scott,
Keel Kashkari
La Grange Cafe>
Weaverville

many solutions to help rebuild California’s
middle class by fixing public schools, making higher education affordable and JOBS
confirmed by the U.S. Senate as Assistant SecJOBS JOBS via tax credits to entice new
retary of the Treasury in 2008. As the financial
businesses to come to California. A former
crisis erupted, Neel negotiated with congressional
NASA engineer, Neel was unanimously
leaders of both parties to write and pass landmark
legislation to prevent a widespread economic collapse. The program he implemented not only has
recouped all the money spent, but also has made
a $13 billion profit for taxpayers to date. For his
leadership, Neel received the Alexander Hamilton
Award, the Department’s highest honor. Following his work in Washington, Neel returned to
California in 2009 to work for PIMCO, a company that helps teachers, firefighters, and other
public employees save for their retirement.
Neel Kashkari speaking with Diane Richards,
Firenza Pini at La Grange Cafe

7 Ways marijuana has already
benefited colorado in only 5 months
continued from pg 1

6.The voters of Colorado retain an
overall positive view of the regulated
marijuana market, with 54% of Colorado voters still supporting marijuana
legalization and regulation, according
to a recent Quinnipiac poll.
7.By removing criminal penalties for
certain marijuana-related offenses,
thousands of individuals will avoid
the collateral consequences associated with a criminal record.
The state is estimated to potentially save $12-40 million over the span of a year
simply by ending arrests
for marijuana possession.
This is yet another bullet in
the coffin for cannabis propaganda. We are now at a
point where the government

has finally realized, or perhaps finally
admitted what they’ve already known,
how much money there is to be made
from cannabis legalization.
On top of that, there is undeniable evidence surrounding the use of cannabis
as a means to treat disease. This is the
real cherry on the cake. The fact that
this widely available plant is showing
results in eradicating cancer, today’s
most prominent and insistent disease,
is monumental when really considered. Could
we be on the brink of a
massive cannabis-health
revolution? If positive
economic and social stats
keep on rising in Colorado, we could be seeing the
beginning of this revolution very soon.

Pete Peterson, candidate for Secretary of State specializes in public participation and intends to fix the many
elections problems seen across the state. Peterson was
made aware of the many complaints regarding Trinity’s
elections dept. by attendees at both functions. It had
just been announced the day before that present Secy
of State Debra Bowen has not been working her office for a long period of time due to severe depression.
Matt Heath and Dale Mensing concentrated on values
of liberty and private property in their speeches and
discussions. Ron Gold, a former Deputy Atty. General,
running for Attorney General said complaints about
government corruption would be thoroughly investigated if he is elected. Maybe it’s time for a change and
for California to elect real people instead of politicians.

